
The 9th of November
Class work 



Prepositions of place
Предлоги места



What have you got?

a house

A flat



What is it in the house?



What is it?

A door



What is it? A hall



What is it?
A living room



What is it? A bedroom



What is it? A bathroom



What is it? A toilet



What is it?

A pantry



Read correctly

[ I ] in the middle of, interesting, 
looking, nothing, still, kitten

[ ᴧ ] above, under

[I : ] between, hide and seek



Dictation
1. fireplace
2. carpet
3. piano
4. table
5. sofa
6. картина
7. пол
8. стул
9. книжная полка

10. лампа



1. There ___ a nice living 
room in the house.

2. There ___ a lot of 
pictures on the wall.

3. There___a small carpet 
on the floor.

4. There ___ a white sofa 
and an armchair in the 
living room.

5. There ___flowers on the 
fireplace.

6. There ___ 2 shelves in 
the room.

Put in is or are







In the middle of

In the right corner
In the left corner



Look at the pictures and choose the 
correct preposition:

1. There is a carpet on / in  the floor.
2. There is a table on / in the room.
3. There are pictures on / in the wall. 



Look at the pictures and choose the 
correct preposition:

1. There is a table in the middle of  / behind the 
room.

2. There is a table next to / in the middle of the 
armchairs



Look at the pictures and choose the 
correct preposition:

1. There is a table behind / between the sofa.
2. There are 2 chairs under / between the table.
3. There is a lamp above / behind the sofa.



1. There are 2 pictures in the left corner/ in the right 
corner. 

2. There is a lamp in the in the left corner/ in the 
right corner. 



1. There is a wall behind/ between the sofa. 
2. There is a lamp in the next to/ above the sofa. 



Homework:
c. 25-26 учить 

предлоги, описать 
картинку



Describe the picture. 
What do you see in the room?




